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Half Spherical Nail-On
Bumpers / Feet 
These half spherical vibration and noise damp-
ening nail-on bumpers and or feet are available 
in black or dark brown.

P/N Color (A) Dia. (C) Height (B) Nail Length

IL397-B BLACK 3/8 7/32 3/8

IL397-BR BROWN 3/8 7/32 3/8

IL398-B BLACK 1/2 5/16 3/8

IL398A-B BLACK 3/4 1/2 3/8

HALF SPHERICAL NAIL-ON BUMPERS / FEET

P/N Dia. Thick. Color Pkg

IL24A-SLDR-NP 3/4 1/8 WHITE 20

IL24A-SLDR-NP-100 3/4 1/8 WHITE 100

IL25-SLDR-NP 1 1/8 WHITE 20

IL25-SLDR-NP-100 1 1/8 WHITE 100

NON-PADDED (SOLID) PEEL & STICK SLIDERS

Adhesive-Backed, Nail-In and 
Slip-On Sliders
IEC’s sliders are designed to help move large 
furniture and equipment, protect carpets from 
snags, protect floors and decks from scratches 
and rust stains, reduce table wobble, dampen 
vibration, and keep furniture joints from loosen-
ing when being moved into position. Offered in 
round, square (-SQ), rectangle (-RE) and triangular 
(-TR) shapes.

Typical applications include patio furniture, 
bookcases, chests of drawers, entertainment cen-
ters, file cabinets, refrigerators, stoves, washing 
machines, sofas, beds, tables, chairs, desks, bar 
stools, appliances, exercise equipment, office 
partitions, etc.

When using sliders on wood floors, the floor 
should be clean and free from grit or scratching 
may occur. Sliders are not recommended on 
newly refinished wood floors for at least 30 days 
after refinishing.

The solid peel and stick sliders are essentially 
“nail-less” sliders. Nail-in sliders are designed 
for wooden legs and are ideal for more rugged 
applications.

P/N Dia. Thick. Color Pkg

IL25-SLDR-N 1 1/4 WHITE 20

IL25-SLDR-N-100 1 1/4 WHITE 100

IL27-SLDR-N 1-1/2 1/4 WHITE 20

IL27-SLDR-N-100 1-1/2 1/4 WHITE 100

NAIL-IN SLIDERS 

Standard color is white. For brown add (-BR) to P/N. For black add (-BLK) to P/N.
Intended for light-duty applications. Not recommended for tables and chairs.

VIBRATION MOUNTS & ISOLATORS

LIGHT-DUTY LEVELERS


